Karen Saunders

Take Your Newsletter to the Next Level:

Tips on Graphic Design
and Page Layout

I

f you’re one of those brave entrepreneurs who’s tried to embrace
desktop publishing amid the
already myriad requirements
of sole proprietorship, you’ve
no doubt discovered that the study of
page layouts and the proper handling
of images for your newsletter or
company flyer entails challenges far
greater than you’d originally thought.
Corporations have an undeniable
edge over home-based businesses because they generally have an in-house
department filled with skilled marketing experts and graphic designers.
In your smaller business, that task
usually falls to you or your administrative assistant, whose
training in the graphic arts
may be haphazard.
A discerning eye can
easily spot the difference
between a professionallydesigned newsletter over an
amateur desktop publisher
design. The quality of a publication’s nameplate, headlines,
kicker (secondary headline), overall composition, writing, photos,
and artwork is what turns a reader
into a customer. Experienced professional designers know and use many
page layout techniques that amateurs
just may not be aware of. Your newsletter is the face of your company and
represents your brand, so of course
you want it to be as professional as
possible. Now, how do you bridge
this gap?
If your budget is limited and you
plan on doing most of the work yourself, I recommend hiring a designer to
create your nameplate and template
file. The nameplate is the identifying

front page banner on a newsletter,
displaying its name with some
graphics or a logo, plus sometimes a
subtitle, motto, or other information.
A designer who specializes in logo
design would be able to help you
with this.
In addition, a professional designer can create a newsletter template
for you that will have non-printing
column guide lines in place, along
with style sheets for all your written
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When you have a lot of text, it’s wisest to choose a serif font

(like Times or New Century Schoolbook)

for its greater readability. Use a bold sans-serif font

(like Arial or Trade Gothic)
as a contrasting headline.

content. Style sheets are predefined
characteristics (fonts, size, color, etc.)
of your heads, subheads, text, captions, and pull quotes. They help you to
maintain a consistent design and make
quick changes to text throughout all
pages in your newsletter.

Elements of Effective Design

• Choosing the Right Font. When
you have a lot of text, it’s wisest
to choose a serif font (like Times
or New Century Schoolbook) for
its greater readability. Use a bold
sans-serif font (like Arial or Trade
Gothic) as a contrasting headline.
• Use Professional Illustrations.
You can use professional-quality clip
art or stock photo libraries. There are
many free and fee sites on the Internet. It’s important to match the style
of the photos or clip art with the overall style of your graphics, for design
consistency.
• Employ Contrast. But within that
consistency, dynamic contrast. Let
there be clear differences among
all the design elements you utilize.
Include contrasting colors, shapes,
fonts, and sizes of both text and
graphics. Use white space effectively: don’t fill up every available inch
of the page with text or graphics –
space adds contrast.
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• Repeat Key Elements. Recurring
elements thread your newsletter
together, for a feeling of wholeness.
Headlines should look the same
on every page. Bullets should be
the same throughout the piece. It’s
important in final review to check for
consistency of all key elements.
• Magic When Using Grids. Nonprinting grid lines will help you to
position text, graphics, photos. This
will give your newsletter or flyer a
visual sense of order. “Sort-of aligning things” looks sloppy, lacking in
professionalism.
• Spatial Relationships. Proximity,
or spatial relationships, is another
tool to draw positive attention to your
marketing pieces: newsletters, flyers,
brochures; or direct mail pieces, like
postcards. For example, you’d want to
keep the caption of a photo close to it.
• Sprinkle Pull Quotes Throughout.
A pull quote is a small selection of
text pulled out of the text and quoted
in a larger typeface. These breakout
items are used to focus attention,
especially in long articles.
• NEVER Ever Use All Caps for body
text in your newsletter — it is extremely difficult to read. In all but
the shortest headlines, avoid using
all caps.

Working With Images in Your
Page Layout

There is just so-o-o much truth in
“A picture is worth a thousand words.”
You’ll want to marry your written
words to pictures that heighten the
message for your customer. When placing photos into your marketing pieces,
remember these rules of thumb:
• Top half gets best visibility. Place
your strongest photo in the top
half of the piece for greatest visibility, particularly in full-page ads or
newsletters. “Above the fold” is how
newspapers describe it.
• One versus many? One large picture
packs more punch than several
smaller ones.
• Group the small ones. If you gather
your smaller pictures into one group,
it forms a single, compact element.
• Try the asymmetrical look. This
arrangement is livelier and balances
opposite corners of a page.
• Juxtaposition. Position a very large
and a small image together for contrast.
• Stand close by. Keep your subtitle and
subheads close to the relative text.

• Rulers and grids. Use your ruler
lines and grid lines to keep the images lined up. This being said, an
occasional step outside the grid also
draws the eye and adds interest.
• Headshots. Try to keep multiple
headshots on a page aligned and
sized the same.
• Magic Eraser. Airbrush out unnecessary background clutter – focus
the attention on the important stuff.
• Cropping. Zoom in on the important
parts in a photo and get rid of what’s
extraneous.
• Silhouettes. You can cut out the
most important piece in a photo and
get rid of the entire background.

Working With Photos

To maintain the highest possible
quality when handling and scanning
photos, follow these tips:
• Don’t write on the back of the photo.
It could bleed through while being
scanned.
• Don’t use paperclips or staples
on a photo. The emulsion could
get scratched and would require
touch-up.
• Use a Post-It® Note to write the picture’s information and then put it on
the back of the photo, in order not to
disturb the emulsion on the face of
the snapshot.
• Don’t use scissors to trim away the
edges of the photo. Scan it in as-is,
then use the software to crop away
the edges.
• To shoot a publication-quality picture with your digital camera, set it
to its highest megapixel setting.
• Remember, most images downloaded from websites are low-resolution
and may look blurry when printed.
• Save photos to CMYK color and in
.tif or .eps format, not RGB in .jpg,
.png or .gif format. CMYK is the
standard for the printing industry.

images, photos, grids, templates and
style sheets, are just the beginning
– trust me, there’s a lot more. But
hopefully these procedural tools will
provide valuable help, whether you do
the work yourself or wind up talking
it over with a professional. Either way,
you win. N
Karen Saunders is the author of “Turn
Eye Appeal into Buy Appeal: How to easily
transform your marketing pieces into dazzling, persuasive sales tools!” Learn about
her book and get free instant access to her
eCourse: “5 Deadly Design Mistakes that
Could Kill a Sale and How to Avoid Them”
and free audio class: “Put the Bling Into
Your Brand.” Please go online and visit
http://www.macgraphics.net.

Remember, most images
downloaded from websites

are low-resolution and
may look blurry
when printed.

Naturally you may have many
creative ideas for your newletters,
flyers, and other marketing materials.
Sketch them out. But then, let a master
craftsperson take your ideas and give
them the sparkle and snap that only
professional skills can deliver. Your customers will be able to spot the difference
immediately. If you don’t necessarily
want them to know that you’re a homebased business, you’ve got to employ the
talent the big corporations do.
All these tips on page layout,
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